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To term an act ‘punishment’ is to presuppose its legitimacy. Punishment im-

plies an existing relationship of power and authority between the person pun-

ished and the person doing or authorizing the punishing. Punishment has

across many times and places been understood as a legitimate aspect of a rela-

tionship of domination: of parent over child, husband over wife, teacher over

pupil, monarch over subject, judge over (accused) criminal—and slaveowner

over enslaved. Describing something as a ‘punishment’ is to assert that it is a

response to wrongdoing. It is also to group it with an enormous range of poten-

tial other actions, that may include the infliction of physical harm on the pun-

ished person’s body, up to and including deliberate death; the removal of their

body to another location; the confinement of their body; or the confiscation of

their property.When such acts are ‘punishment’ they arenot—as theymight be

in other contexts—acts of war, or crime. Grouping them together can obscure

the differences among them, in claiming their fundamental sameness as social

interventions. Similarly, refusing to designate a particular act or set of acts as

‘punishment’ is often a political intervention designed to delegitimize either

an act itself, or the relationship in which it takes place, as one of acceptable

power and authority. Challenges to the legitimacy of particular power dynam-

ics, for instance between men and women or adults and children, have often

included efforts to redesignate what was once ‘punishment’ as abuse. And this

took place in relation to slavery too, particularly as abolitionists redesignated

as torture what slaveowners and slaveowning states preferred to describe as

punishment.

In the context of Atlantic slavery, then, the term and concept ‘punishment’

did important work. It was a means by which those who understood slavery as

legitimate established that legitimacy. It transformed coercive acts, mainly but

not always acts of violence, into acceptable, even necessary, behaviour, aimed

at the maintenance of order. It was part of the mechanism for turning peo-
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ple into slaves, and keeping them in that state. It denied that slavery was, as

Vincent Brown has recently argued, an everyday state of war.1 As a result, the

boundaries of ‘punishment’, and at times the very concept of legitimate pun-

ishment of slaves by their owners, managers, or representatives of state power,

were frequently the site of conflict as well as cooperation: between enslaved

people and slaveowners; between slaveowners and state officials; and between

critics and defenders of slavery.

Slavery involved the legitimisation of the violence of the slaveowner against

those they held in slavery, under the term ‘punishment’. But it also involved

the punishment of enslaved people through judicial mechanisms, whether the

ordinary courts through which all people came to trial, in special tribunals

established specifically for the trial of slaves (as in the slave courts of the

British Caribbean), or in military courts with greater coercive powers, as fre-

quently took place in the aftermath of rebellions. It is the relationship—the

often-blurred boundaries—between these two types of punishment that is the

central preoccupation of many of the articles of this special issue of the Jour-

nal of Global Slavery. At times, slaveowners resented the penal power of the

state, whichmight challenge their authority over their own property. More fre-

quently they sought to make use of that penal power for their own purposes.

And we should not forget, or be surprised by, the fact that in many societies

those sitting as judges ormagistrates, ormaking the laws that governed slavery,

were also major slaveowners.

Historical research on ‘punishing the enslaved’, as with almost all topics in

this field, has to confront the problem of sources. The experience, interpreta-

tions and strategies of enslaved people subject to the punishments discussed

arehard for historians to access. It is easy for histories of punishment tobecome

histories of the penal strategies of masters and lawmakers, neglecting the per-

spective of those on the raw end of the violence of punishment.We gain some

insight from the moments when enslaved people complained about the pun-

ishment they received, often using the courts to do so, and also when they,

usually briefly and temporarily, gained the power to inflict violence themselves

through rebellion. We also have some personal accounts by those who experi-

enced the violence of punishment during slavery, but these are rare for all slave

societies, if less so for theUnited States. Even so, some of these experiences and

their significance can only be accessed through carefully contextualised use of

the historian’s imagination.

1 Vincent Brown,Tacky’s Revolt: The Story of anAtlantic SlaveWar (Cambridge,Mass.: The Belk-

nap Press of Harvard University Press, 2020).
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The articles in this special issue analyse a range of situations in which these

questions of conflict and alliance came to the fore, and also reveal the possibil-

ities of comparative analysis, across the Americas and beyond, of punishment

and slavery. The authors focus primarily on the late period of slavery, from the

1780s to its abolition across the nineteenth century, a period in which slavery

was at the same time expanding and facing increasingly direct challenges to

its legitimacy. Drawing on examples from Brazil in the South to the United

States in the North, by way of Colombia, Ecuador, the Guianas, and Jamaica,

they require us to think with and through the variety and yet underlying simi-

larities of slaveries.

These essays, and the expanding historiography onwhich they build, collec-

tively suggest that punitive systems varied depending on the nature and inten-

sity of slavery. In the most extremely concentrated slave systems, like Jamaica

where upwards of 90% of the population was enslaved and there was a con-

centration of large plantations, everyday coercion primarily took place at the

hands of the owner or their representative. Large-scale slaveholdings had the

resources to create spaces—known as dungeons, hot houses, and sometimes

as hospitals—specifically designed for the incarceration of slaves who con-

tested their enslavement or aspects of it. Their scale meant that owners and

managers of large slaveholding units could construct punitive scenes as spec-

tacles of suffering, in which violence inflicted was designed to terrify watching

enslaved people, as well as those directly punished, into compliance. In these

situations, state violence, including that designated as punishment, was a sup-

plement and a support for the legitimized private violence of the plantation.

Planters turned to it in situations where the threat and reality of their pri-

vate acts of coercion failed, whether in mass acts of insurrection or smaller

scale resistance. Yet the dominance of private acts of violence in such con-

centrated, high-density slave societies should not obscure the importance of

state power. Without the back-up of both military force and the more rou-

tine violence administered through the courts and systems of policing, slavery

could not have survived. These societies developed complex and sophisticated

provisions for the state prosecution and punishment of slaves that interacted

with the private systems of planter violence. Imran Canfijn and Karwan Fatah-

Black’s study of Suriname analyses one such system, emphasizing that its own

internal dynamics led to a decreasing use of the most severe punishments as

time went on.

At the other end of the spectrum were the urban spaces across much of

the Americas in which slavery was ubiquitous but highly distributed, and in

which a significantly lower proportion of the population was enslaved. Urban

slaveowners generally owned a small number of people, did not have interme-
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diaries such as the drivers or overseers of the plantations to inflict violence on

their behalf, and lived in spaces close to their human property. In these situ-

ations, interpersonal violence construed by slaveowners as ‘punishment’ was

common. But slaveowners also relied more heavily on state penal and policing

institutions, both prisons and institutionalised infliction of violence, to dis-

tance themselves from their own violence. They did so by bringing enslaved

people to the prisons or workhouses for punishments including beatings and

incarceration that they paid for as a service. Inmany cities, like for instance Rio

de Janeiro, discussed by Sidney Chalhoub in the interview in this collection, a

major function of the police was to support slaveowners in controlling their

slaves. In this way, owners also became dependent on state-organized violence

to maintain their power.

The urban workhouses across the Americas had another function: they also

acted to control the free poor, of all colours. This could mean that free and

enslaved people were brought into contact with one another, but inmany con-

texts states worked hard to maintain the division between enslaved and free

in the penal sphere. In nineteenth-century Brazil, as Martine Jean’s essay on

the death penalty shows, particular punishments were maintained to be used

against slaves, even while reforms such as the abolition of the death penalty

were made to the penal system as a whole.

Perhaps themost frequent act which led to enslaved people being punished

through state authorities was the crime of running away, a crime that could by

definition only be committed by people who were unfree. Running away took

place in all slave societies and was to some extent expected and even toler-

ated by slaveowners as part of the costs of a business based on slavery. Yet if

the risks of escape were low, the possibility threatened to undermine slavery

entirely. The prisons of slave societies originated from the slaveholders’ band-

ing together to raise the costs of fugitivity. They needed a secure place to hold

fugitives before they were claimed by their owners, rather than as places for

those convicted of crimes to serve sentences.

The relationship between state authorities and owners of enslaved people

could be both competitive and mutually supportive. The people who decided

on the direction of state policy in societies dominated by slavery were fre-

quently slaveholders themselves. As such, they shapedpolicies thatwould rein-

force their power, such as the slave patrols that searched out enslaved fugitives

in the American south. Yet the collective interests of large slaveholders as a

group could diverge from the interests of an individual enslaver. Especially in

the nineteenth century, when therewas significant political criticism of slavery

as a system, slaveholders used state power to place limits on the violence with

which their peers were punished. In doing so they hoped both to demonstrate
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the humanity of the system to its critics outside it, and to reassure themselves

that they were integrated into a humane social order.

In some contexts, particularly in the Caribbean where colonial rules contin-

ued up to and after the end of slavery, metropolitan politics, sometimes driven

by those who had either never owned slaves or divested from slavery, led impe-

rial states to attempt to enforce reform policies such as the ‘amelioration’ laws

of the British Caribbean in the 1820s. These were limited in effect, leading to

court procedures like those of the protectors of slaves and later the stipendi-

ary magistrate courts of the apprenticeship era that produced a performance

of justice. Whether such opportunities came from states that were dominated

by slaveholders or non-slaveholding elites, enslaved people attempted tomake

use of all the legal procedures that were available to them. British Caribbean

judicial records are replete with examples of enslaved people bringing official

complaints against their owners. Such complaints often related to what the

enslaved complainants spoke of as excessive or unlawful punishment, suggest-

ing that they were undertaking complex calculations about the likelihood of

success. Their goal, often unsuccessful, was more to restrain their owners’ vio-

lence against them than to have punishment inflicted on enslavers, although

that was sometimes the outcome.

Christian de Vito’s article in this collection suggests a similar dynamic in the

Spanish Empire, specifically within the Audiencia of Quito, where enslaved

people repeatedly complained to the courts of their masters’ violence. They

sometimes managed to get themselves sold or otherwise transferred to a new

owner as a result, even if they rarely succeeded in having their original owners

punished. In Brazil and across Spanish America an additional important use of

the courts was in freedom suits, which usually arose in context where owners

or their descendants reneged on promises of or arrangements for future free-

dom. Such use by subaltern groups of the structures of a state that enforced the

broader rules of their domination is sometimes claimed to have contributed to

thehegemonyof the ruling class, and yet this is not fully borneout by the record

of slave societies, in which the use of courts to attempt to achieve justice often

existed side-by-side with frequent violent insurrections and efforts to overturn

the whole order.

At times, the competition between state authorities and slaveowners

reached extremes, in which state goals seem to have been almost entirely at

odds with the needs of slaveowners. In French Guiana in the early nineteenth

century, Lorraine Patterson shows that state agents actively sought to gain

access to enslaved workers, at the expense of their owners, in order to use their

labor in public works. They did so by requiring that fugitive slaves be regis-

tered as such very quickly after their escape, with the condition that if they
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were not so registered and were apprehended, they would be forfeited to the

state. The result was to divert labor in a marginal colony with a limited supply

from the Atlantic slave trade from the service of small-scale private owners to

the building of roads and other amenities designed to enable the expansion of

the colony in the interests of bigger private owners—although in this example

in the long run the colony developed into a penal colony that received con-

vict labor primarily from metropolitan France. Such a context suggests a state

operating in the interests of a broader empire rather than local slaveowners.

Similarly, in the urban US south, studied by Viola Müller, the ability of state

authorities to develop public infrastructure depended on their access to the

labor of fugitives from slavery who had been captured and imprisoned but not

reclaimed. Some evidence suggests that owners preferred to bypass the whole

systemwhen they could, having runaways returned to themdirectly rather than

going through the workhouse system.

Yet state andprivatemeans of punishmentwere often entangled, somuch so

that it can at times be hard to determinewhere one ends and thenext begins. In

the system of criminal transportation from Jamaica discussed by Ebony Jones,

for instance, there was a complicated interaction between state and private

power. Enslaved people came to be sentenced to transportation through pros-

ecutions, often initiated by private individuals. These prosecutions took place

in slave courts authorised by law and run by state officials. The sentence of

transportation then led to sale to a different set of private individuals. Given

that the slave trade had recently been abolished, this was a way of circumvent-

ing abolition andmaintaining the inter-colonial slave trade. A similar dynamic

can be seen in newly independent New Granada. Marcela Echeverri shows

that there, too, slaveholders attempted to circumvent the abolition of the slave

trade by drawing on earlier practices of the punishment of transportation.

In New Granada, they argued that they should be allowed to sell slaves they

deemed rebellious—and thus, implicitly, criminal—beyond the boundaries of

the nation, despite bars on slave trading.

The tools such as workhouses, lock-ups and ‘cages’ as well as slave patrols

and rights of questioning, all designed to respond to fugitivity, became part of

the apparatus of racialisation that was at the heart of Atlantic slave societies.

Because in the Americas blackness was tightly associated with slavery, any per-

son who appeared to be of African descent was vulnerable to being suspected

of being an escapee. In Brazil, Jeanpoints out that free people of colour became

criminalized through association with runaways. Müller shows that in the US

South, a major task of the developing police force was to question Black peo-

ple to try to work out if they were runaways or had a legitimate reason to be

on the streets. More than that, in some circumstances it became acceptable
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for any white person to stop any Black person and interrogate them on what

they were doing. Such state actions created dynamics in which the presence of

an autonomous person of African descent became inherently suspicious. They

had implications for the experience of ‘race’ for those racialized as Black or of

colour, even after the end of slavery.

As this example suggests, punishment, disputes about it, and its broader

implications, were at the heart of the development of slavery as it took place

across the Americas. The analyses collected here demonstrate the tactics and

strategies of enslaved people in using and challenging state authority, while

also showing the frequent mutual dependence between slaveowners and state

power to maintain the dominance of both. It required the breaking or at least

fraying of these mutual dependencies to transform slavery into other forms of

domination.
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